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Metal Fatigue in Engineering
2000-11-03

classic comprehensive and up to date metal fatigue in engineering second edition for
twenty years metal fatigue in engineering has served as an important textbook and
reference for students and practicing engineers concerned with the design
development and failure analysis of components structures and vehicles subjected to
repeated loading now this generously revised and expanded edition retains the best
features of the original while bringing it up to date with the latest developments in the
field as with the first edition this book focuses on applied engineering design with a
view to producing products that are safe reliable and economical it offers in depth
coverage of today s most common analytical methods of fatigue design and fatigue life
predictions estimations for metals contents are arranged logically moving from simple
to more complex fatigue loading and conditions throughout the book there is a full
range of helpful learning aids including worked examples and hundreds of problems
references and figures as well as chapter summaries and design do s and don ts
sections to help speed and reinforce understanding of the material the second edition
contains a vast amount of new information including enhanced coverage of micro
macro fatigue mechanisms notch strain analysis fatigue crack growth at notches
residual stresses digital prototyping and fatigue design of weldments nonproportional
loading and critical plane approaches for multiaxial fatigue a new chapter on statistical
aspects of fatigue

Metal Fatigue in Engineering
1980-06-20

applied optimal design mechanical and structural systems edward j haug jasbir s arora
this computer aided design text presents and illustrates techniques for optimizing the
design of a wide variety of mechanical and structural systems through the use of
nonlinear programming and optimal control theory a state space method is adopted
that incorporates the system model as an integral part of the design formulations step
by step numerical algorithms are given for each method of optimal design basic
properties of the equations of mechanics are used to carry out design sensitivity
analysis and optimization with numerical efficiency and generality that is in most cases
an order of magnitude faster in digital computation than applications using standard
nonlinear programming methods 1979 optimum design of mechanical elements 2nd
ed ray c johnson the two basic optimization techniques the method of optimal design
mod and automated optimal design aod discussed in this valuable work can be applied
to the optimal design of mechanical elements commonly found in machinery
mechanisms mechanical assemblages products and structures the many illustrative
examples used to explicate these techniques include such topics as tensile bars
torsion bars shafts in combined loading helical and spur gears helical springs and
hydrostatic journal bearings the author covers curve fitting equation simplification
material properties and failure theories as well as the effects of manufacturing errors
on product performance and the need for a factor of safety in design work 1980
globally optimal design douglass j wilde here are new analytic optimization procedures
effective where numerical methods either take too long or do not provide correct
answers this book uses mathematics sparingly proving only results generated by
examples it defines simple design methods guaranteed to give the global rather than
any local optimum through computations easy enough to be done on a manual
calculator the author confronts realistic situations determining critical constraints
dealing with negative contributions handling power function tackling logarithmic and
exponential nonlinearities coping with standard sizes and indivisible components and
resolving conflicting objectives and logical restrictions special mathematical structures
are exposed and used to solve design problems 1978
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Statistics of Metal Fatigue in Engineering: Planning
and Analysis of Metal Fatigue Tests
2018-09-28

it is often difficult to become familiar with the field of metal fatigue analysis among
other reasons statistics being an important one therefore this book focuses on the
basics of statistics for metal fatigue analysis it is written for engineers in the fields of
simulation testing and design who look for a quick introduction to the statistics of
metal fatigue this book enables you to understand and apply the statistics for metal
fatigue in engeneering to evaluate metal fatigue test data s n curves and endurance
limits statistically using probability net and regression to evaluate endurance limits
with the stair case method or the probit method to calculate safety factors for your
components to assess the impact of small sample sizes to find and evaluate outliers
statistically and to compare samples with statistic tests like the t test in order to
ensure a quick understanding this book focuses on the most important methods and is
limited to the downright necessary mathematics in addition you will find helpful tips
and experiences for a significant improvement of our learning efficiency for a
comprehensible arrangement of the content many illustrations are utilized which
represents the text in addition to it a simple clear language is consciously used in
order to consolidate the understanding the theory is also supplemented by extensive
job relevant exercises for easy application of the methods of metal fatigue in
engeneering you will find useful excel tools for your own analysis these cover the
basics of the important methods of this book and can be downloaded for free

Metal Fatigue in Engineering
2001-03

understand why fatigue happens and how to model simulate design and test for it with
this practical industry focused reference written to bridge the technology gap between
academia and industry the metal fatigue analysis handbook presents state of the art
fatigue theories and technologies alongside more commonly used practices with
working examples included to provide an informative practical complete toolkit of
fatigue analysis prepared by an expert team with extensive industrial research and
professorial experience the book will help you to understand critical factors that cause
and affect fatigue in the materials and structures relating to your work load and stress
analysis in addition to fatigue damage the latter being the sole focus of many books on
the topic how to design with fatigue in mind to meet durability requirements how to
model simulate and test with different materials in different fatigue scenarios the
importance and limitations of different models for cost effective and efficient testing
whilst the book focuses on theories commonly used in the automotive industry it is
also an ideal resource for engineers and analysts in other disciplines such as
aerospace engineering civil engineering offshore engineering and industrial
engineering the only book on the market to address state of the art technologies in
load stress and fatigue damage analyses and their application to engineering design
for durability intended to bridge the technology gap between academia and industry
written by an expert team with extensive industrial research and professorial
experience in fatigue analysis and testing an advanced mechanical engineering design
handbook focused on the needs of professional engineers within automotive aerospace
and related industrial disciplines

Fatigue of Engineering Plastics
1980
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fatigue of structures and materials covers a wide scope of different topics the purpose
of the present book is to explain these topics to indicate how they can be analyzed and
how this can contribute to the designing of fatigue resistant structures and to prevent
structural fatigue problems in service chapter 1 gives a general survey of the topic
with brief comments on the signi cance of the aspects involved this serves as a kind of
a program for the following chapters the central issues in this book are predictions of
fatigue properties and designing against fatigue these objectives cannot be realized
without a physical and mechanical understanding of all relevant conditions in chapter
2 the book starts with basic concepts of what happens in the material of a structure
under cyclic loads it illustrates the large number of variables which can affect fatigue
properties and it provides the essential background knowledge for subsequent
chapters different subjects are presented in the following main parts basic chapters on
fatigue properties and predictions chapters 2 8 load spectra and fatigue under variable
amplitude loading chapters 9 11 fatigue tests and scatter chapters 12 and 13 special
fatigue conditions chapters 14 17 fatigue of joints and structures chapters 18 20 fiber
metal laminates chapter 21 each chapter presents a discussion of a speci c subject

Metal Fatigue Analysis Handbook
2011-08-17

in addition to lightweight design the methods of fatigue strength are applied above all
for economic reasons or for energy preservation components can thus be designed
more precisely to the loads and operating time with the least possible use of materials
components can thus be utilized to a greater extent lift load reserves and reduce costs
increasingly engineers in the fields of development design simulation or research need
this fatigue knowledge to design their components to ensure quick and easy training
this book focuses onthe most important methods and limits itself to only the necessary
mathematics for an understandable placement of the contents many illustrations are
used in addition complicated facts are explained by practical examples to strengthen
the understanding of the theory it is also supplemented by extensive practical
exercises each chapter closes with a short summary for an easy application of the
methods you will find useful excel toolsthat is why this book was created to focus on
important methods on fatigue to analyze simulation results to supplement the
theoretical methods with material and calculation data to offer a quick introduction in
the finite element analysis for easy understanding through various illustrations to
provide convenient excel tools for easy applicat

Fatigue of Structures and Materials
2008-12-16

fatigue and durability of structural materials explains how mechanical material
behavior relates to the design of structural machine components the major emphasis
is on fatigue and failure behavior using engineering models that have been developed
to predict in advance of service acceptable fatigue and other durability related
lifetimes the book covers broad classes of materials used for high performance
structural applications such as aerospace components automobiles and power
generation systems coverage focuses on metallic materials but also addresses unique
capabilities of important nonmetals the concepts are applied to behavior at room or
ambient temperatures a planned second volume will address behavior at higher
temperatures the volume is a repository of the most significant contributions by the
authors to the art and science of material and structural durability over the past half
century during their careers including 40 years of direct collaboration they have
developed a host of durability models that are based on sound physical and
engineering principles yet the models and interpretation of behavior have a unique
simplicity that is appreciated by the practicing engineer as well as the beginning
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student in addition to their own pioneering work the authors also present the work of
numerous others who have provided useful results that have moved progress in these
fields this book will be of immense value to practicing mechanical and materials
engineers and designers charged with producing structural components with adequate
durability the coverage is appropriate for a range of technical levels from
undergraduate engineering students through material behavior researchers and model
developers it will be of interest to personnel in the automotive and off highway vehicle
manufacturing industry the aeronautical industry space propulsion and the power
generation conversion industry the electric power industry the machine tool industry
and any industry associated with the design and manufacturing of mechanical
equipment subject to cyclic loads

Metal Fatigue in Engineering Based on Finite
Element Analysis (FEA)
2019-09-27

this book reviews problems in the mechanical behaviour of cyclically loaded metallic
materials primarily with regard to the nature of the fatigue process the first edition of
the book appeared in 1980 the present second edition represents a revised form of the
original book and also covers recent developments in the field as the book focuses on
physical metallurgical aspects it occupies a unique and important position in the
technical literature which has so far been devoted mainly to engineering metal fatigue
problems and their technical solution in specific practical cases the book provides a
compact review of current knowledge on physical metallurgical processes that
accompany and affect the fatigue of metallic materials and also presents the
background for applying the new results to practical designing and to the selection of
materials in engineering practice the authors present an updated review of results
from countries both in the east and the west and cover a relatively large field in a
concise manner the work will be of value to research workers and students following
advanced and post graduate courses in the fields of materials science and mechanical
engineering

Fatigue and Durability of Structural Materials
2006

written by a leading researcher in the field this revised and updated second edition of
a highly successful book provides an authoritative comprehensive and unified
treatment of the mechanics and micromechanisms of fatigue in metals non metals and
composites the author discusses the principles of cyclic deformation crack initiation
and crack growth by fatigue covering both microscopic and continuum aspects the
book begins with discussions of cyclic deformation and fatigue crack initiation in
monocrystalline and polycrystalline ductile alloys as well as in brittle and semi non
crystalline solids total life and damage tolerant approaches are then introduced in
metals non metals and composites followed by more advanced topics the book
includes an extensive bibliography and a problem set for each chapter together with
worked out example problems and case studies this will be an important reference for
anyone studying fracture and fatigue in materials science and engineering mechanical
civil nuclear and aerospace engineering and biomechanics

Fatigue of Metallic Materials
1992-04-13

this volume of conference proceedings covers topics such as the mechanics and
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materials approach to fatigue problems in engineering materials aspects of fatigue
threshold stress range for short crack growth and fatigue strength assessment of
alsi7mg castings

Fatigue of Materials
1998-10-29

fatigue of metals provides a general account of the failure of metals due to fatigue a
subject of great practical importance in the field of engineering and metallurgy the
book covers a wide range of topics on the study of the fatigue of metals the text
presents in the first three chapters the characteristics and detection of fatigue
fractures methods of fatigue testing and the fatigue strengths of different materials
the resistance of materials to fatigue under complex stress the determination and
effects of stress concentration influence of surface treatment on fatigue strength and
effects of corrosion and temperature are also studied in detail in relation to the
previous chapters of fatigue information a chapter is devoted to engineering design to
prevent fatigue the last two chapters provide a brief historical survey of the
developments of the study of the mechanism of fatigue and fatigue of non metallic
materials such as wood plastic rubber glass and concrete mechanical engineers
designers metallurgists researchers and students will find the book as a good
reference material

Engineering Against Fatigue
1999-01-01

fatigue and fracture reliability engineering is an attempt to present an integrated and
unified approach to reliability determination of fatigue and fracture behaviour
incorporating probability statistics and other related areas a series of original and
practical approaches are suggested in fatigue and fracture reliability engineering
including new techniques in determining fatigue and fracture performances it also
carries out an investigation into static and fatigue properties and into the failure
mechanisms of unnotched and notched cfr composite laminates with different lay ups
to optimize the stacking sequence effect further benefits include a novel convergence
divergence counting procedure to extract all load cycles from a load history of
divergence convergence waves practical scatter factor formulae to determine the safe
fatigue crack initiation and propagation lives from the results of a single full scale test
of a complete structure and a nonlinear differential kinetic model for describing the
dynamical behaviour of an atom at a fatigue crack tip fatigue and fracture reliability
engineering is intended for practising engineers in marine civil construction aerospace
offshore automotive and chemical industries it is also useful reading for researchers on
doctoral programmes and is appropriate for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes in any mechanically oriented engineering discipline

Fatigue of Metals
2013-10-22

mechanics of fatigue addresses the range of topics concerning damage fatigue and
fracture of engineering materials and structures the core of this resource builds upon
the synthesis of micro and macro mechanics of fracture in micromechanics both the
modeling of mechanical phenomena on the level of material structure and the
continuous approach are based on the use of certain internal field parameters
characterizing the dispersed micro damage this is referred to as continuum damage
mechanics the author develops his own theory for macromechanics called analytical
fracture mechanics this term means the system cracked body loading or loading
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device is considered as a mechanical system and the tools of analytical rational
mechanics are applied thoroughly to describe crack propagation until the final failure
chapter discuss preliminary information on fatigue and engineering methods for design
of machines and structures against failures caused by fatigue fatigue crack nucleation
including microstructural and continuous models theory of fatigue crack propagation
fatigue crack growth in linear elastic materials subject to dispersed damage fatigue
cracks in elasto plastic material including crack growth retardation due to overloading
as well as quasistationary approximation fatigue and related phenomena in hereditary
solids application of the theory fatigue crack growth considering environmental factors
unidirectional fiber composites with ductile matrix and brittle initially continuous fibers
laminate composites mechanics of fatigue serves students dealing with mechanical
aspects of fatigue conducting research in fracture mechanics structural safety
mechanics of composites as well as modern branches of mechanics of solids and
structures

Fatigue and Fracture Reliability Engineering
2011-01-22

this book reviews problems in the mechanical behaviour of cyclically loaded metallic
materials primarily with regard to the nature of the fatigue process the first edition of
the book appeared in 1980 the present second edition represents a revised form of the
original book and also covers recent developments in the field as the book focuses on
physical metallurgical aspects it occupies a unique and important position in the
technical literature which has so far been devoted mainly to engineering metal fatigue
problems and their technical solution in specific practical cases the book provides a
compact review of current knowledge on physical metallurgical processes that
accompany and affect the fatigue of metallic materials and also presents the
background for applying the new results to practical designing and to the selection of
materials in engineering practice the authors present an updated review of results
from countries both in the east and the west and cover a relatively large field in a
concise manner the work will be of value to research workers and students following
advanced and post graduate courses in the fields of materials science and mechanical
engineering

Mechanics of Fatigue
2020-07-09

for many years fatigue has been a significant and difficult problem for engineers
especially for those who design structures such as aircraft bridges pressure vessels
and cranes fatigue of engineering materials is commonly regarded as an important
deterioration process and a principal mode of failure for various structural and
mechanical systems this book presents a unified approach to stochastic modeling of
the fatigue phenomenon particularly the fatigue crack growth process the main
approaches to construction of these stochastic models are presented to show their
methodological consistency and potential usefulness in engineering practice the
analyses contained in this work should also inspire the development of new
approaches for designing and performing fatigue experiments

Fatigue Thresholds
1982

this monograph examines the theoretical foundations of the spectral method for
fatigue life determination the authors discuss a rule of description of random loading
states with the matrix of power spectral density functions of the stress strain tensor
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components some chosen criteria of multiaxial fatigue failure are analyzed the formula
proposed in this book enables readers to determine power spectral density of the
equivalent history directly from the components of the power spectral density matrix
of the multidimensional stochastic process

Fatigue of Metallic Materials
1980

reflecting his major contributions to the field jean lemaitre s engineering damage
mechanics presents simplified and advanced methods organized within a unified
framework for designers of any mechanical component explains how to apply
continuous damage mechanics to failures of mechanical and civil engineering
components in ductile creep fatigue and brittle conditions incorporates many basic
examples while emphasizing key practical considerations such as material parameter
identification and provides perspective on the advantage and disadvantages of various
approaches

Random Fatigue
2012-12-02

fatigue and fracture reliability engineering is an attempt to present an integrated and
unified approach to reliability determination of fatigue and fracture behaviour
incorporating probability statistics and other related areas a series of original and
practical approaches are suggested in fatigue and fracture reliability engineering
including new techniques in determining fatigue and fracture performances it also
carries out an investigation into static and fatigue properties and into the failure
mechanisms of unnotched and notched cfr composite laminates with different lay ups
to optimize the stacking sequence effect further benefits include a novel convergence
divergence counting procedure to extract all load cycles from a load history of
divergence convergence waves practical scatter factor formulae to determine the safe
fatigue crack initiation and propagation lives from the results of a single full scale test
of a complete structure and a nonlinear differential kinetic model for describing the
dynamical behaviour of an atom at a fatigue crack tip fatigue and fracture reliability
engineering is intended for practising engineers in marine civil construction aerospace
offshore automotive and chemical industries it is also useful reading for researchers on
doctoral programmes and is appropriate for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes in any mechanically oriented engineering discipline

Corrosion Fatigue
1983

modern analytical theories of fatigue coupled with a knowledge of processing effects
on metals make up the sound basis for designing machine parts that are free from
unexpected failure fatigue design life expectancy of machine parts provides the
information and the tools needed for optimal design it highlights practical approaches
for effectively solving fatigue problems including minimizing the risk of hidden perils
that may arise during production processes or from exposure to the environment the
material is presented with a dual approach the excellent coverage of the theoretical
aspects is accented by practical illustrations of the behavior of machine parts the
theoretical approach combines the fundamentals of solid mechanics fatigue analysis
and crack propagation the chapters covering fatigue theories are given special
emphasis starting with the basics and progressing to complicated multiaxial nonlinear
problems the practical approach concentrates on the effects of surface processing on
fatigue life and it illustrates many faceted fatigue problems taken from case studies
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the solutions demonstrate the authors detailed analyses of failure and are intended to
be used as preventive guidelines the cases are a unique feature of the book the
numerical method used is the finite element method and is presented with clear
explanations and illustrations fatigue design life expectancy of machine parts is an
extremely valuable tool for both practicing design engineers and engineering students

Spectral Method in Multiaxial Random Fatigue
2007-09-04

failure analysis in engineering applications deals with equipment and machine design
together with examples of failures and countermeasures to avoid such failures this
book analyzes failures in facilities or structures and the ways to prevent them from
happening in the future the author describes conventional terms associated with
failure or states of failure including the strength of materials as well as the procedure
in failure analysis materials used design stress service conditions simulation
examination of results the author also describes the mechanism of fatigue failure and
prediction methods to estimate the remaining life of affected structures the author
cites some precautions to be followed in actual failure analysis such as detailed
observation on the fracture site removal of surface deposits for example rusts without
altering the fracture size or shape the book gives examples of analysis of failure
involving a crane head sheave hanger wire rope transmission shaft environmental
failure of fastening screws and failures in rail joints this book is intended for civil and
industrial engineers for technical designers or engineers involved in the maintenance
of equipment machineries and structures

Engineering Damage Mechanics
2006-01-16

this book presents selected papers presented during fatigue durability india 2019 the
contents of this volume discuss advances in the field of fatigue durability and fracture
and cover mechanical failure and its applications the chapters cover a wide spectrum
of topics including design engineering testing and computational evaluation of the
components or systems for fatigue durability and fracture mechanics the contents of
this book will appeal not only to academic researchers but also to design engineers
failure analysts maintenance engineers certification personnel and r d professionals
involved in a wide variety of industries

Fatigue and Fracture Reliability Engineering
2011-01-24

provides engineering educators and students with a broad range of non trivial real
world fatigue problems situations and solutions for use in the classroom the 13 cases
involve new designs rework designs failure analysis prototype decisions environmental
aspects metals non metals components structures and fasteners the cases bring out
the need for students to integrate elements of engineering that commonly enter into a
fatigue design or failure analysis no index annotation copyright by book news inc
portland or

Fatigue Design
2019-01-22

the design of mechanical structures with predictable and improved durability cannot
be achieved without a thorough understanding of the mechanisms of fatigue damage
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and more specifically the relationships between the microstructure of materials and
their fatigue properties written by leading researchers in the field this book along with
the complementary books fatigue of materials and structures fundamentals and
application to damage and design both also edited by claude bathias and andré pineau
provides an authoritative comprehensive and unified treatment of the mechanics and
micromechanisms of fatigue in metals polymers and composites each chapter is
devoted to one of the major classes of materials or to different types of fatigue
damage thereby providing overall coverage of the field this book deals with multiaxial
fatigue thermomechanical fatigue fretting fatigue influence of defects on fatigue life
cumulative damage and damage tolerance and will be an important and much used
reference for students practicing engineers and researchers studying fracture and
fatigue in numerous areas of materials science and engineering mechanical nuclear
and aerospace engineering

Failure Analysis in Engineering Applications
2014-05-15

the european structural integrity society esis technical commitee on fatigue of
engineering materials and structures tc3 decided to compile a special technical
publication esis stp based on the 115 papers presented at the 6th international
conference on biaxial multiaxial fatigue and fracture the 25 papers included in the stp
have been extended and revised by the authors the conference was held in lisbon
portugal on 25 28 june 2001 and was chaired by manual de freitas instituto superior
tecnico lisbon the meeting organised by the instituto superior tecnico and sponsored
by the portuguese minesterio da cienca e da tecnologia and by the european
structural integrity society was attended by 151 delegates from 20 countries the
papers in the present book deal with the theoretical numerical and experimental
aspects of the multiaxial fatigue and fracture of engineering materials and structures
they are divided in to the following six sections multiaxial fatigue of welded structures
high cycle multiaxial fatigue non proportional and variable amplitude loading defects
notches crack growth low cycle multiaxial fatigue applications and testing methods as
is well known most engineering components and structures in the mechanical
aerospace power generation and other industries are subjected to multiaxial loading
during their service life one of the most difficult tasks in design against fatigue and
fracture is to translate the information gathered from uniaxial fatigue and fracture
tests on engineering materials into applications involving complex states of cyclic
stress strain conditions this book is the result of co operation between many
researchers from different laboratories universities and industries in a number of
countries

Fatigue, Durability, and Fracture Mechanics
2020-10-01

covers stress strain equations mechanical testing yielding and fracture under stress
fracture of cracked members and fatigue of materials

Fatigue and Fracture Reliability Engineering
2011-07-11

fatigue is probabilistic in nature and involves a complex spectrum of loading history
with variable amplitudes and frequencies yet most available fatigue failure prediction
methods are empirical and concentrate on very specific types of loading taking a
different approach introduction to thermodynamics of mechanical fatigue examines
the treatment of fatigue via the principles of thermodynamics it starts from the
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premise that fatigue is a dissipative process and must obey the laws of
thermodynamics in general it can be hypothesized that mechanical degradation is a
consequence of irreversible thermodynamic processes this suggests that entropy
generation offers a natural measure of degradation an entropic approach to fatigue
and degradation drawing on recent cutting edge research and development the
authors present a unified entropic approach to problems involving fatigue they
introduce the fundamentals of fatigue processes and explore a wide range of practical
engineering applications fundamental concepts and methodologies the book reviews
commonly observed failure modes discusses how to analyze fatigue problems and
examines the deformation characteristics of a solid material subjected to fatigue
loading it also looks at how to use thermodynamics to determine the onset of fatigue
failure in addition the book presents methodologies for improving fatigue life and for
accelerated fatigue testing learn how to apply the entropic approach to fatigue
problems comprehensive and well organized this work helps readers apply powerful
thermodynamics concepts to effectively treat fatigue problems at the design stage it
offers an accessible introduction to a new and exciting area of research in the field of
fatigue failure analysis

Case Studies for Fatigue Education
1994

this volume contains a selection of papers presented at fatigue design 95 held in
helsinki finland from 5 8 september 1995 the papers have been peer reviewed and
present practical aspects for the design of components and structures to avoid fatigue
failure topics covered include fatigue design experiences ground vehicle components
component reliability multiaxial fatigue notch analysis service loading welded
structures probabilistics aspects in fatigue fatigue design optimization

Fatigue of Materials and Structures
2013-03-04

author biography jiho song is professor emeritus of mechanical engineering at korea
advanced institute of science and technology kaist daejeon korea he received his b s
1969 m s 1971 and dr engineering 1974 in mechanical engineering at osaka university
osaka japan under the guidance of professor makoto kikukawa in 1975 he was
wissenschaftlicher mitarbeiter in lehrstuhl mechanik a at technische universit t m
nchen munich germany with the help of professor klaus heckel in 1977 he joined
hanyang university seoul korea and then moved to osaka university japan in 1982 as a
research associate with the support of professor masahiro jono he returned to korea in
1985 as a professor at kaist becoming professor emeritus in 2011 he taught courses in
fatigue strength design reliability engineering and design engineering he received four
times departmental outstanding teaching awards his principal field of research is
fatigue and fatigue related database and expert system he published several books
fatigue cracks crack closure and growth rate prediction in japanese in 2005 with
professor masahiro jono in korean in 2006 introduction to reliability engineering in
korean in 2007 dictionary of fatigue fracture and fatigue strength of materials
fatiguepedia of materials in korean in 2011 fundamentals of fatigue analysis in korean
in 2016 book description fatigue of materials is very important in designing
mechanical structures and components recently fatigue databases databanks and
some computer software have been developed for fatigue analysis or fatigue life
predictions and some of them have been commercially available those fatigue
databases and fatigue analysis software tools are clearly very helpful for the design
and analysis engineers to select materials analyze fatigue performance or estimate
fatigue life of structures and components in order to utilize those databases and
software tools successfully in practice engineers as users are implicitly required to
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have more or less wide and deep and sometimes even advanced knowledge of fatigue
in other words this book conveys considerable expertise in fatigue however most of
the design and analysis engineers do not always have sufficient knowledge in fatigue
and therefore it is not yet easy for them to conduct fatigue design and analysis
successfully although there are many databases and software tools available an expert
system is a very useful convenient and powerful tool for ordinary engineers to treat
complicated engineering problems such as fatigue design and analysis which require
considerable expertise although the importance of fatigue expert systems has long
been recognized there is hardly any practically available fatigue expert system to date
over many years the authors have been developing some expert systems for fatigue
assessment particularly for the estimation of fatigue properties and for fatigue crack
initiation life prediction under variable loading recently in response to a scientific
research result the authors have developed a practically applicable version they think
that the expert system developed is probably the first and only fatigue expert system
in the world this book introduces in detail the expert systems developed and provides
the expert system software most probably in cd although it is not developed for
commercial purposes the system software is very easy to use this book and the fatigue
expert system software may be useful for nearly all engineers researchers and
technologists from the academic industrial and government sectors who engage in
engineering design and the maintenance of structures this book is also designed for
advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate level engineering students in
universities particularly in the department of mechanical engineering aerospace
engineering civil engineering and metallurgy target audience nearly all engineers
researchers and technologists from the academic industrial and government sectors
who engage in engineering design and maintenance of structures advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate level engineering students in universities
particularly in the department of mechanical engineering aerospace engineering civil
engineering and metallurgy

Biaxial/Multiaxial Fatigue and Fracture
2003-03-19

emphasizes applications of fracture mechanics to prevent fracture and fatigue failures
in structures rather than the theoretical aspects of fracture mechanics the concepts of
driving force and resistance force are used to differentiate between the mathematical
side and the materials side case studies of actual failures are new to the third edition
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Mechanical Behavior of Materials
1993

this proceedings contains the best contributions to the series of seminars held in
vienna 1992 miskolc hungary 1993 and 1994 and vienna 1995 and provides a valuable
resource for those concerned with the teaching of fracture and fatigue it presents a
wide range of approaches relevant to course and curriculum development it is aimed
particularly at those concerned with graduate and post graduate education

Introduction to Thermodynamics of Mechanical
Fatigue
2012-09-17

this book is primarily a textbook it is written for engineers students and teachers and it
should also be useful for people working on various topics related to fatigue of
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structures and materials the book can be used for graduate and undergraduate
courses and for short courses for people already working in the industry laboratories or
research institutes furthermore the book offers various comments which can be useful
to research workers in order to consider the practical relevance of laboratory
investigations and to plan future research an important theme of the book is the
understanding of what happens in the material of a structure in service if the structure
is subjected to a spectrum of cyclic loads knowledge of the fatigue mechanism in the
material and how it can be affected by a large variety of practical conditions is
essential for dealing with fatigue problems the designer of a dynamically loaded
structure must design against fatigue this includes not only the overall concept of the
structure with related safety and economic aspects but also questions on detail design
joints production and material surface quality at the same time the designer must try
to predict the fatigue performance of the structure this requires a knowledge of the
various influencing factors also because predictions on fatigue have their limitations
and shortcomings similar considerations arise if fatigue problems occur after a long
period in service when decisions must be made on remedial actions

Fatigue Design of Components
1997-12-10

life cycle analysis is a systematic tool for efficient and effective service life
management of deteriorating structures in the last few decades theoretical and
practical approaches for life cycle performance and cost analysis have been developed
extensively due to increased demand on structural safety and service life extension
this book presents the state of the art in life cycle analysis and maintenance
optimization for fatigue sensitive structures both theoretical background and practical
applications have been provided for academics engineers and researchers concepts
and approaches of life cycle performance and cost analysis developed in recent
decades are presented the major topics covered include a probabilistic concepts of life
cycle performance and cost analysis b inspection monitoring and maintenance for
fatigue cracks c estimation of fatigue crack detection d optimum inspection and
monitoring planning e multi objective life cycle optimization and f decision making in
life cycle analysis life cycle optimization covered in the book considers probability of
fatigue crack detection fatigue crack damage detection time maintenance times
probability of failure service life and total life cycle cost for the practical application
and integration of recently developed approaches for inspection and maintenance
planning efficient and effective multi objective optimization and decision making are
presented this book will help engineers engaged in civil and marine structures
including students researchers and practitioners with reliable and cost effective
maintenance planning of fatigue sensitive structures and to develop more advanced
approaches and techniques in the field of life cycle maintenance optimization and
safety of structures under various aging and deteriorating conditions key features
provides the state of the art in life cycle cost analysis and optimization for fatigue
sensitive structures provides a solid foundation of theoretical backgrounds and
practical applications both for academics and practicing engineers and researchers
covers illustrative examples and recent development for optimum service life
management deals with various structures such as bridges and ships subjected to
fatigue

Expert Systems for Fatigue Life Predictions (CD
Included)
2017

this revised and updated second edition of a highly successful book provides an
authoritative comprehensive and unified treatment of the mechanics and
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micromechanisms of fatigue in metals nonmetals and composites the author a leading
researcher in the field discusses the principles of cyclic deformation crack initiation
and crack growth by fatigue covering both microscopic and continuum aspects the
book begins with discussions of cyclic deformation and fatigue crack initiation in
monocrystalline and polycrystalline ductile alloys as well as in brittle and semi non
crystalline solids total life and damage tolerant approaches are then introduced in
metals nonmetals and composites this will be an important reference for anyone
studying fracture and fatigue in materials science and engineering mechanical civil
nuclear and aerospace engineering and biomechanics

Fracture and Fatigue Control in Structures
1977

the mechanics of fracture and fatigue have produced a huge body of research work in
relation to applications to metal materials and structures however a variety of non
metallic materials e g concrete and cementitious composites rocks glass ceramics
bituminous mixtures composites polymers rubber and soft matter bones and biological
materials and advanced and multifunctional materials have received relatively less
attention despite their attractiveness for a large spectrum of applications related to
the components and structures of diverse engineering branches applied sciences and
architecture and to the load carrying systems of biological organisms this book covers
the broad topic of structural integrity of non metallic materials considering the
modelling assessment and reliability of structural elements of any scale original
contributions from engineers mechanical materials scientists computer scientists
physicists chemists and mathematicians are presented applying both experimental
and theoretical approaches

Teaching and Education in Fracture and Fatigue
2003-09-02

deformation and fracture mechanics of engineering materials sixth edition provides a
detailed examination of the mechanical behavior of metals ceramics polymers and
their composites offering an integrated macroscopic microscopic approach to the
subject this comprehensive textbook features in depth explanations plentiful figures
and illustrations and a full array of student and instructor resources divided into two
sections the text first introduces the principles of elastic and plastic deformation
including the plastic deformation response of solids and concepts of stress strain and
stiffness the following section demonstrates the application of fracture mechanics and
materials science principles in solids including determining material stiffness strength
toughness and time dependent mechanical response now offered as an interactive
ebook this fully revised edition features a wealth of digital assets more than three
hours of high quality video footage helps students understand the practical
applications of key topics supported by hundreds of powerpoint slides highlighting
important information while strengthening student comprehension numerous real
world examples and case studies of actual service failures illustrate the importance of
applying fracture mechanics principles in failure analysis ideal for college level courses
in metallurgy and materials mechanical engineering and civil engineering this popular
is equally valuable for engineers looking to increase their knowledge of the mechanical
properties of solids

Fatigue of Structures and Materials
2014-03-14
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Life-Cycle of Structures Under Uncertainty
2019-07-25

Fatigue of Materials
1998-10-29

Fatigue and Fracture of Non-metallic Materials and
Structures
2020-06-23

Deformation and Fracture Mechanics of
Engineering Materials
2020-07-08
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